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Inspiration is the Leader in Canadian Educational Franchising 

 

Last weekend we had the sincere pleasure of meeting with 

hundreds of prospective business owners, people and 

families looking to build their equity through positive 

community involvement. Standing on the right side of the 

entrance, we greeted guests as they discussed their dreams 

and aspirations, many of whom were looking to acquire their 

first independent business, after working for years as an 

employee. Somewhere teachers and others came from other 

industries, all of whom were interested in becoming their 

own boss and charting their own destiny. 

Inspiration Learning Center is unique and offers our stakeholders something real and attainable. 

After serving Canadians for 21 years, we have learned what works and what doesn’t and what 

families are looking for in terms of educational support for their children. Far from being “just a 

tutoring centre”, we offer multiple routes to academic success, each providing value (and 

revenue) to our partners, allowing them to grow alongside our tutors and other people integrated 

into our system. Some were amazed by the feats we have accomplished, like our Elite Harvard 

Mentorship program which connects aspiring Ivy League students with the chance to be guided 

by current Harvard and MIT students. This is like the “cherry on top” after years of progress in our 

expert learning format, which combines both Eastern and Western methodologies.  

Did you know that we are accredited by the Ministry of Education? Here in Ontario, we are 

authorised to issue high school credits and OSSD diplomas, allowing students to take either part 

of their secondary school curriculum in house or the entire program. This is great in boosting 

grades since they work one-on-one (or in small groups), affording them maximum student-

teacher interaction. Rather than jumping ahead without covering all of the bases, our students 

can spend more time on problem areas and have their important questions answered. As a 

further business opportunity, our franchisees are able to offer “letters of admissions”, giving them 

standing and merit when securing their student visa. This is all overseen by our expert educational 

consulting program, which caters to them as an individual unit, something unheard of in larger 

settings. 

Many of our new friends have opted for our brand presentation, some at our Markham HQ and 

some online. This allows people to connect with us no matter where they are, bringing the 

possibility of expansion beyond our current GTA and Vancouver markets. It takes about an hour 

or so and gives you every chance to learn about our history, value proposition, learning 

methodology, financial requirements as well as prospective income. Laid out in easy to 

https://inspirationlearningcenter.ca/
https://www.ontario.ca/page/ministry-education
https://www.ontario.ca/
https://inspirationprivateschool.ca/
https://inspirationlearningcenter.ca/markhamunionville/
https://inspirationfranchise.ca/benefits/
https://inspirationfranchise.ca/benefits/
https://inspirationlearningcenter.ca/
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understand terms, we want to invite community members to learn about what makes Inspiration 

unique and what is expected of those who want to open up their own campus. 

While we are well posited in many competitive markets, we have immediate openings in 

mandates such as Brampton, Mississauga, Downtown Calgary and others. We offer a chance to 

excellence, allowing those with barriers to meet their academic dreams. The small formats allow 

for the teachers to understand their students in such a way that the previous barriers are no 

longer a hindrance to getting their grades up, graduation and placement in an elite private school 

or university. 

We would love to hear from you! 

Our team would love to discuss what we are doing for 2024, adding exciting new programs and 

expanding our reach! 

 

 

 

 

https://inspirationfranchise.ca/inspiration-story/
https://inspirationlearningcenter.ca/blog/

